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3 Localizações indicadas

Tagesschönheitsfarm
"Pamper Yourself"

by Camille Brodard on
Unsplash

+49 69 2992 4669

Enliven the beauty within and loose yourself to the tranquility of this oasis
in the heart of Frankfurt. A day at this spa and hammam is sure to put a
spring back in your step and unfurrow those brows. The Oriental setting is
reclusive yet modern and induces a sense of calm. The variety of
treatments offered is staggering and you will certainly be left spoiled for
choice. But don't worry because the expert staff will help you pick the
right treatment that suits your requirements. From the hammam, spa
baths, Ayurvedic massages, Thai massages to cosmetic treatments - they
have everything to nourish the body and soul. So make an appointment
with Tagesschönheitsfarm and discover a new self!
www.hamam-frankfurt.de/

info@tagesschoenheitsfar
m-frankfurt.de

Zeil 51, Frankfurt

Rebstockbad
"Fun for the Whole Family"

by Karsten11

+49 69 27 1089 1010

Rebstockbad provides fun for the family the whole year round. A wave
machine and the best water chutes in Frankfurt attract more than
600,000 visitors a year. The complex is decorated with plenty of plants
and includes a non-swimmers' pool, plunge pool, therapeutic pool, a five
meter diving board and a giant double chute. Visitors can also swim in the
outdoor area, under bridges and past fountains. For a small fee, you can
visit the beautiful Japanese sauna, the Turkish baths or the whirlpool.
www.frankfurterbaeder.de/rebstockbad/

info@frankfurter-baeder.de

Zum Rebstockbad 7,
Rebstock, Frankfurt

Titus-Thermen
"Roman-Style Entertainment"

by dontworry

+49 69 27 1089 1200

With a baby pool, pools with streams and waterfalls, a grotto, rocks and a
50 meter slide, Titus thermal baths offer fun and relaxation for the whole
family. For an extra charge visitors can use the gym, bowling alley,
solarium, massage parlor and sauna. A special children's program with
painting, music and water games takes place every Saturday afternoon.
Special family rates are available every other Saturday. The baths are
closed during the summer holidays. Come, relax!
www.titusthermenfrankfurt.de/

info@bbf-frankfurt.de

Walter-Möller-Platz 2, Im
Nordwestzentrum, Frankfurt
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